DISCOVER HOW YOUR SUPPORT HELPS US MAKE THINGS HAPPEN

Empowering talent, adding value to education and fostering social change.

DIVERSE, OUTSTANDING TALENT DEVELOPMENT

SCHOLARSHIP DATA 2023

More than €24,000,000 awarded by IE University and the IE Foundation to undergraduate, master and Ph.D. scholarship recipients.

Scholarships granted to students from over 100 nationalities in 2023.

57% of incoming scholarship recipients in 2023 were women.

IE FOR LIFE INITIATIVE
Supporting our alumni network of 80,000+ members.

IE WOMEN INITIATIVE
Supporting women on their path to excellence by promoting them in business, technology, and entrepreneurship.

DISECOVER OUR SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS

DISCOVER IE ALUMNI
DISCOVER IE WOMEN

HOW WE EMPOWER KNOWLEDGE GENERATION

GUILLERMO DE LA DEHESA LIBRARY
The Guillermo de la Dehesa Library’s mission is to provide services and resources for our entire academic community by collaborating in the knowledge creation process while also benefiting society at large.

16 Centers 8 Chairs & Observatories Multiple research initiatives

DISCOVER OUR CENTERS, CHAIRS & OBSERVATORIES
DISCOVER IE LIBRARY

INITIATIVES THAT IMPACT
Every year IE Foundation supports and participates in multiple educational and social initiatives designed to inspire positive change on both a local and international scale.

Gender equality Humanities Cultural diversity Entrepreneurship and innovation
Future of education LGBT rights Finance and microfinance Campus life

DISCOVER ALL THE INITIATIVES

DATA RETREIVED IN JANUARY 2024